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How at least 13 banks may
have worked with feds to SPY on
transactions of hundreds of pro-gun and
religious Trump supporters after January
6 'without warrants'
House Judiciary Committee sent a letter to the Treasury Sec. Janet Yellen 

Americans had their private financial data shared after January 6

DailyMail.com reveals seven new financial institutions under investigation

READ MORE:  Biden admits surveilling citizens' private financial transactions 

By JON MICHAEL RAASCH, POLITICAL REPORTER IN WASHINGTON, D.C., FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
and KELLY LACO, EXECUTIVE EDITOR OF POLITICS IN WASHINGTON D.C. FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
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At least 13 financial institutions are being investigated by Republicans in Congress for
colluding with the federal government to spy on Americans after the January 6
protests looking for 'extremism' indicators.

The House Select Subcommittee on the Weaponization of the Federal Government
led by top Republican Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, is investigating 'collusion' between U.S.
banks and federal agencies in the aftermath of the Capitol riot.

The Biden administration worked with banks to comb through 'extremism' indicators
like the purchase of a religious text, like a Bible, or searches including the terms
'MAGA' and 'TRUMP,' according to shocking revelations by the committee.
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Bank of America, Chase, U.S. Bank, Wells Fargo, Citi Bank and Truist were already
being targeted in the probe looking to expose how the U.S. Treasury's Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and the FBI worked together.

Now, DailyMail.com can first reveal that seven other financial firms are also under
investigation for ties to an FBI and FinCEN plot to spy on Americans' private banking
transactions without first obtaining a warrant. 

Charles Schwab, HSBC, MUFG, PayPal, Santander, Standard Chartered and Western
Union have all been asked to turn over documents and communications with FinCEN
and the FBI to the committee, according to letters exclusively obtained by
DailyMail.com.
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U.S. Treasury Sec. Janet Yellen told lawmakers in February that she does not know much about
the surveillance instructions that were distributed by FinCEN following January 6
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The House Judiciary Committee revealed in January that officials at the U.S. Treasury
circulated a memo instructing financial institutions how to spot extremism indicators like
purchasing travel to Washington, D.C. or religious texts around the time of January 6, 2021

'The Committee and Select Subcommittee remain concerned about how and to what
extent federal law enforcement and financial institutions continue to spy on
Americans by weaponizing backdoor information sharing and casting sprawling
classes of transactions, purchase behavior, and protected political or religious
expression as potentially 'suspicious' or indicative of 'extremism,'' the letters to the
institutions said.

'Documents obtained by the Committee and Select Subcommittee show that the
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) circulated concerning materials,' to
each of the seven additional firms Jordan wrote. 

Charles Schwab, MUFG, PayPal, Santander, Standard Chartered and Western Union
did not immediately respond to a request for comment.

HSBC declined DailyMail.com's request for comment. 

'This kind of warrantless financial surveillance raises serious concerns about the
federal government's respect for Americans' privacy and fundamental civil liberties,'
Jordan wrote in a separate letter to Treasury Sec. Janet Yellen, also obtained by
DailyMail.com. 

According to investigators, FinCEN and the FBI received data on 211 individuals from
the Bank of America in a Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) on January 17, 2021. 
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But the SAR was only sent after the FBI and FinCEN asked U.S. banks to scour
customer transactions for key terms like 'MAGA' and 'Trump' to identify 'extremism' in
a memo distributed in the aftermath of January 6. 

The federal agencies provided the financial institutions 'thresholds' for which an SAR
should be raise, according to Peter Sullivan, the FBI's former financial sector liaison.

He sat for a transcribed interview with the weaponization committee on April 9.

According to the 'threshold' set by the FBI and FinCEN, Bank of America then sent the
data of the 211 individuals. 

'Given this coordination, the Committee and Select Subcommittee are concerned that
the federal government, through the FBI and FinCEN, sent similar or identical
thresholds to other financial institutions that manipulated the SAR filing process to
elicit the information and transaction history of individuals without any allegation of
federal criminal conduct,' the letter to Yellen said. 

When pressed on the Treasury's FinCEN materials circulated to top financial
institutions during a February Congressional hearing, Yellen dodges lawmakers'
questions, responding once 'I promise a thorough look into everything.'

After Bank of America sent over the list of 211 customers' whose transactions met the
federal 'thresholds,' Sullivan requested additional transaction history.

He asked that Bank of America send over any 'weapons-related transactions.'

Four Bank of America customers out of the original 211 qualified. 

This prompted 'criminal background queries' into the four customers.

Later, four federal agents were deployed to three FBI field offices to investigate those
individuals.

After the investigations were complete, the FBI uploaded their findings to a portal and
sent out 'a number of leads' on additional persons of interst.

But, according to the then-Section Chief of the FBI's Domestic Terrorism Operations
Selection Steve Jensen, the leads were pulled because they 'lacked allegations of
federal criminal conduct.'
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The federal agencies provided the financial institutions 'thresholds' for which an SAR should be
raise, according to Peter Sullivan, the FBI's former financial sector liaison

Bank of America sent the private financial data of customers to federal officials to help them
investigate crimes related to the January 6, 2021 Capitol protest

Meaning, though these individuals met 'thresholds' set by the FBI and FinCEN, they
were not actually being investigated for an alleged crime.

'Given this coordination, the Committee and Select Subcommittee are concerned that
the federal government, through the FBI and FinCEN, sent similar or identical
thresholds to other financial institutions that manipulated the SAR filing process to
elicit the information and transaction history of individuals without any allegation of
federal criminal conduct,' the letter to Yellen continued. 
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The committee also obtained documents indicating officials suggested that banks query
purchases with keywords such as 'Dick's Sporting Goods' could be markers of extremism

In the aftermath of January 6, FinCEN even suggested that banks review
transactions at sporting and recreational supplies stores like Cabela's, Dick's Sporting
Goods and Bass Pro Shops in order to detect customers who might be 'extremists.'

In addition, officials also warned banks of 'extremism' indicators like the purchase of
a religious text, like a Bible, or searches including the terms 'MAGA' and 'TRUMP.'

In March, Jordan sent letters to GoFundMe and Eventbrite asking that they
cooperate with committee's ongoing investigation.

House Republicans say that the federal government urged the crowdfunding
platforms to 'comb' through their personal transactions 'report charges on the basis
of protected political and religious expression.' 

The federal government also created 'profiles' on the American people kept in a
'secret portal' shared with companies to identify customer's levels of extremism,
Jordan has said.

An interface shared between over 650 companies and federal officials holds a 'secret
portal' containing sensitive data on American citizens, the Ohio Republican warned at
a March 6 hearing. 
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Share or comment on this article: How at least 13 banks may have worked with
feds to SPY on transactions of hundreds of pro-gun and religious Trump
supporters after January 6 'without warrants'

Jordan has said that conservatives and Christians were the target of FinCEN's surveillance 

'The federal government is building profiles on the American people. And the profile is
not based criminal conduct, it's based on political belief,' Jordan said at the time. 

'And if you've got the wrong political beliefs, well you're potentially a domestic violent
extremist.'
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New Policy for Little River Drivers: Don't Pay Your Auto
Insurance Until You Read This
financewallet.org | Sponsored

Here's why you should
perfect the art of the
humble brag in…
Femail

Biden can't use $5
BILLION fleet of helos
because they burn…
News

Nudists fear new
development will
force them off…
News

Expert Vet Warns, “These 3 Foods May Be Destroying Your
Cat’s Health”

Britney Spears needs
a new conservatorship
and heavy medication
according to Hollywood
psychiatrist... after star
deletes then
reactivates her
Instagram amid reports
she's broke

Rebel
Wilson says working
with Sacha Baron
Cohen was the 'worst
experience of her
career' and it left her
feeling 'humiliated'

EXCLUSIVE

Adam Sandler packs
on the PDA with
beloved wife Jackie as
they kiss in the street
during a shopping trip
in Milan
Happily married couple

Iggy Azalea throws no
expense spared Bluey
themed birthday party
for son Onyx, four,
complete with water
slide
Iggy threw an elaborate
birthday party

Olivia Dunne stuns
alongside her LSU
teammates as they
celebrate their national
championship victory
at glitzy Tigers awards
ceremony
Wore a Barbie-pink
gown

Bank of America, PNC,
Citizens and Chase
behind latest branch
closures

Ex-NFL quarterback
Johnny Manziel and
new girlfriend Josie
Canseco - daughter of
baseball legend Jose -
make their relationship
Instagram official
Loved-up couple posed

Is this the end for
LeBron in LA? Lakers
legend refuses to
confirm if he's played
his last game
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Dr. Marty | Sponsored LeBron hints at Lakers
exit after playoff defeat
to the Nuggets

Need a luxe Mother's
Day gift on a budget?
This stunning
Japanese-inspired gift
box contains tea, treats
and chic homeware
AND up to $80 in free
gifts with each
purchase
SHOPPING

Tony nominations
2024� Rachel
McAdams, Alicia Keys,
Liev Schreiber and
more stars earn nods
as Hollywood celebs
conquer Broadway
Awards for stage work

ADVERTISEMENT

Freebie alert! This
plant-based shake for
kids is packed with the
vitamins and minerals
they need to thrive -
and you can try four
full-size bottles FREE
SHOPPING

Nicole Kidman, 56,
holds hands with  Zac
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Efron, 36, while on a
romantic date in A
Family Affair... after
they played lovers in
2012's The Paperboy
They're co-stars again

The Weeknd is
allocating another
$2million from his XO
Humanitarian Fund
toward WFP's
humanitarian response
efforts in Gaza
Helping feed
Palestinians

Line of Duty and
Outlander star Brian
McCardie dead at 59�
Tributes pour in for
'wonderful and
passionate actor' who
passed away suddenly
at home

Gushing Drew
Barrymore says Kamala
Harris needs to be the
'Momala' of the U.S. in
cringeworthy interview
Drew held the Vice
President's hand

Selling Sunset's
Emma Hernan, 32,
turns heads in a red
halterneck dress with a
soaring split as she
swaps LA for London
Real estate reality star

Christian Bale is
joined by his son
Joseph, 10, on set as
they film Maggie
Gyllenhaal's The Bride
in New York together
He took his son to work

'The best products I
have ever used!' Users
praise this biologist-
developed skin care
line for leaving their
skin healthy, smooth,
and radiant - and it's all
down to this RARE
ingredient
SHOPPING

Anne Hathaway is a
vision in a red strapless
gown with daring
bodice and thigh-high
slit as she leads the
stars at New York City
premiere of her rom-
com The Idea of You

Ricki Lake hits back at
accusations she's on
Ozempic after losing
30lbs as Barbra
Streisand sparks
furious backlash
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The talk show queen is
55

ADVERTISEMENT

Selena Gomez reveals
why she quit Instagram
for four years - despite
being the most
followed woman on the
platform
She took a step back
from public life on social
media

Prince William visits
Earthshot Prize finalist
firm as wife Kate
continues cancer
treatment and King
returned to duties
William was spotted

Rebel
Wilson teases there
WILL be a Pitch Perfect
4 over 12 years after
she made her debut as
Fat Amy
Ready for another movie

EXCLUSIVE

'An investment that
will last a lifetime'� This
chic Le Creuset Dutch
oven cooks everything
from meats to sweets
perfectly - and if you
order now she'll have it
in time for Mother's
Day!
SHOPPING

Travis Kelce and Taylor
Swift 'are heading to
the Miami Grand Prix
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with Patrick and
Brittany Mahomes this
weekend'... with the
couples set for another
double date 

Kim Kardashian the
copycat! Reality star
looks just like Kanye
West's new wife Bianca
Censori with bleached
hair, no bra and a very
skimpy 'apron' top in
Los Angeles

Move over Prince
Louis! Prince Julian of
Sweden, three, puts on
a cheeky display that's
royally familiar as he
pulls faces and covers
his ears at his
grandfather's birthday 

Sean 'Diddy' Combs'
daughter Chance
attends her prom with
Branson Bailey ...
younger brother of
Chloe and Halle Bailey
Her high school dance

Rebel
Wilson reveals she is
looking to relocate to
the UK to send her
daughter Royce, 18
months, to school
Revealed her new plans

EXCLUSIVE

Kelly Osbourne and
partner Sid Wilson step
out with their son
Sidney, one, for dinner
in West Hollywood
Family night out in
Hollywood

ADVERTISEMENT
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The party you could
only dream of being
invited to! Sienna Miller,
Poppy Delevingne and
Princess Olympia of
Greece dance the night
away at 25th birthday

As the World Turns
stars Cady McClain and
Jon Lindstrom
announce their
separation... after 10
years of marriage
Calling time on marriage

How Sophie's Ukraine
visit where she
denounced rape as a
war weapon 'proves
she's The Firm's
champion of women's
rights' while Meghan
Markle sells her jams

Jennifer Connelly
wears Louis Vuitton
ski-coat dress to LA
premiere of her Apple
TV� series Dark
Matter... and reveals
she's 'ready' for Top
Gun 3
Starred in the hit movie

A multitasking marvel!
Save space with this
powerful combination
blender and mixer
featuring multiple
attachments - and get
it for a DEEP discount in
four colors
SHOPPING

Smiling King waves to
crowds as he returns to
public duties for first
time since diagnosis:
Charles is named new
patron of Cancer
Research UK
King returned to public

Rita Ora looks
effortlessly chic in a
brown tweed suit as
she joins model Natalia
Vodianova to host a
breakfast event after
launching new haircare
brand TYPEBEA

Irina Shayk
showcases her
supermodel credentials
in plunging brown
jumpsuit as she heads
to bar after strutting
her stuff on the runway
Victoria's Secret model
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Jessica Chastain,
Jodie Turner-Smith and
Kerry Washington light
up the red carpet in
plunging ensembles at
Ralph Lauren
Fall/Holiday 2024
fashion show in NYC

Jeff Bridges, 74, and
his wife Susan Geston
look loved up at the
49th Chaplin Award
Gala in New York City
honoring the actor for
his iconic career
Date night in New York

ADVERTISEMENT

Ioan Gruffudd, 50, and
fiancée Bianca Wallace,
31, touch down in LA
after a romantic trip -
as his ex-wife Alice
Evans, 55, admits she's
struggling to find love
Couple flew into LA

Ashley Benson wows
in a tiny black dress as
she steps out for a date
night with husband
Brandon Davis - two
months after
welcoming first child
Couple are new parents
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King insists 'I'm
alright, thank you' as
he's asked about his
cancer treatment on
return to public duties:
Smiling Charles holds
hands with
chemotherapy patients

Mother's Day is in two
weeks! Shop our
editors' top picks for 21
of the best beauty,
jewelry, wellness,
chocolate, and self-
care essentials your
mom will LOVE
SHOPPING

Ryan Gosling
supports his wife Eva
Mendes by wearing a t-
shirt from her
upcoming book while
promoting The Fall Guy
on his UK press tour
They are doting parents

Royal Family
LIVE� King Charles
completes his first
public engagement
alongside Queen since
cancer diagnosis while
Prince William visits
Earthshot Prize finalist

LIVE

Martha Stewart
catches up with pal
Clive Davis while
Fantasia Barrino brings
down the house at New
York Pops' 41st
Birthday Gala 
Lifestyle guru was in
NYC

Hugh Jackman
praises friend Nicole
Kidman as actress
becomes first
Australian to win an
American Film Institute
Lifetime Achievement
Award
Aussie star recognized

Sharon Stone, 66,
flaunts her age-defying
figure in a glowing
black sequined dress
as she leads the stars
honoring Jeff Bridges,
74, at 49th Chaplin
Award Gala in New York
City

Jennifer Connelly
shows off her toned
legs in a tiny white mini
skirt as she cuddles up
to co-star Joel
Edgerton at the LA
premiere for their new
Apple+ show Dark
Matter 

ADVERTISEMENT
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Dua Lipa and
boyfriend Callum
Turner put on a loved-
up display as they hold
hands while stepping
out on a date night in
New York City
Date night in Big Apple

Dita Von Teese shows
off her incredible figure
as she models racy lace
lingerie from her new
collection
The star looks much
younger than 51 

'My skin looks
PERFECT!' Beauty
lovers are wild about
this translucent setting
powder that blurs lines
and redness to leave
your complexion
flawless (and it's
reduced by 25%�
SHOPPING

Katy Perry playfully
hits back at the 'strong
reaction' to her hair
after she films her
stylist cutting it to
create a choppy bob for
American Idol
She has a new look

What keeps the
Stones rolling on! As
Mick, Keith and Ronnie
- combined age 236
years - kick off their
tour, how band has
flirted with death, via
addictions, accidents
and health

Jodie Turner-Smith
turns heads in a
plunging gold dress as

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13364885/Dua-Lipa-Callum-Turner-date-night-NYC.html
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she attends Ralph
Lauren fashion show in
NYC
After her recent divorce

Anne Hathaway rocks
a sheer black bustier
top while promoting
upcoming romantic
comedy The Idea Of
You
She's on the promo trail
for her new movie

Gwyneth Paltrow and
husband Brad Falchuk
put on an affectionate
display as they wrap
their arms around each
other after enjoying a
dinner date in Los
Angeles

'My four year old is
losing her mind'�
Parents are left
distraught as Netflix
CANCELS hugely
popular children's show
Show has been canned

The Beatles' fans go
wild as Disney+ release
trailer of band's iconic
documentary Let It Be
after restoration of
1970 film
Flashback to the '70s

ADVERTISEMENT
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The countdown to
Mother's Day is on and
Amazon has the gifts
she'll LOVE from Beats,
Laura Geller, Tory
Burch, Ryka, and more -
and prices start at just
$16
SHOPPING

Victoria Beckham
poses with her
crutches as she gets
ready for a shoot and
shows off kooky $15
phone accessory with
'healing energy'
Former Spice Girl

Glenn Close, 77, stuns
in white at the Ralph
Lauren Fall/Holiday
2024 fashion show in
New York... revealing
on Instagram it's the
same suit from 2019
SAG Awards five years
ago

Brooklyn Beckham's
fans joke 'I've heard
McDonalds are hiring!'
as he whips up a burger
with processed cheese
slices and $26 avocado
oil 
David Beckham's son

How Rolling Stones
rocker Ronnie Wood,
76, ditched booze,
drugs and wild parties
for green juice,
workouts and family
time on tour
Cleaned up his lifestyle

Meghan Markle's
friend and Pilates
instructor Heather
Dorak is the tenth
'jamfluencer' to receive
a jar of the Duchess'
preserve
Promoting Meghan's jam

Jerry Seinfeld sparks
fears for health after
fans spot worrying
detail in his interview
with Graham Bensinger
Fans have become
worried for the
comedian

American Idol: Katy
Perry cries as Loretta
Lynn's granddaughter
Emmy Russell sings
Coal Miner's Daughter
Latest episode of reality
competition show

Kerry Washington
puts on a chic display in
colorful look with
husband Nnamdi
Asomugha at Ralph
Lauren Fall/Holiday
2024 fashion show 
Dressed for spring
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Brian May's wife Anita
Dobson is joined by a
close friends as she
celebrates her 75th
birthday with dinner at
Scott's
Celebrated the
milestone

ADVERTISEMENT

The real reason Taylor
Swift will SKIP the Met
Gala this year after fans
hoped she'd take Travis
Kelce
The big night of fashion
is held in May

Charli XCX wears racy
leather hot pants and
chaps after going
braless in another sexy
look as she steps out in
New York
Singer flashed her flesh

Diane Kruger cuts a
stylish figure in a floral
minidress as she steps
out with daughter
Nova, 5, in New York
City
The German actress
was in the Big Apple

Selling the OC's Alex
Hall divides fans by
flaunting her bare
derriere in cheeky
chaps and a thong
while at the
Stagecoach music
festival: 'Not classy!'

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz/article-13365615/Brian-Mays-wife-Anita-Dobson-joined-close-friends-Carol-Vorderman-Duncan-Bannatyne-wife-Nigora-celebrates-75th-birthday-dinner-Scotts.html
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Jennifer Garner looks
very much in love with
boyfriend of 6 years
John Miller as they
make the rare move of
holding hands in Los
Angeles
Life after Ben Affleck

Christian Bale
and Jessie Buckley cut 
grungy figures in quirky
monster costumes as
they step out on set of 
 Maggie Gyllenhaal's
The Bride
Actors were on set

Gabrielle Union wows
in a black sleeveless
gown as she puts on an
elegant display while
posing at the premiere
of her new rom-com
movie The Idea of You
in New York

Bow Wow shares a
rare photo of daughter
Shai as he celebrates
her 13th birthday:
Started as a teen now I
have one'
He's a proud father

Irina Shayk, 38, strips
down to lacy black
lingerie for VERY sultry
selfie... amid claims she
wants to date Tom
Cruise, 61
She's single and looking

Dolores Catania, 53,
shows off her slim
frame in rose patterned
bodycon dress while
stepping out in New
York City
Dressed for spring

ADVERTISEMENT
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Taylor Armstrong
admits she's dreading
her daughter Kennedy,
18, leaving home for
college: 'It's a little
hard, she's my only
child'
She got candid about
being an empty nester

Oscar-winning actor
Daniel Day-Lewis
celebrates his 67th
birthday by enjoying a
solo stroll in New York
City - following his
retirement from making
movies

The Voice: Shay
Mooney jokes that he'll
quit show if Maddi Jane
doesn't advance as
field narrows to Top 12

Real Housewives of
Miami's Lisa Hochstein
beams on shopping
spree with millionaire
beau Jody Glidden in
New York... after messy
divorce from 'boob god'
plastic surgeon

Yeah baby! Mike
Myers teases a
possible fourth Austin
Powers movie
admitting he thinks
there is 'absolutely'
more story to tell 

Emily Blunt keeps it
chic in black Louis
Vuitton turtleneck as
she waves at fans while
arriving at Jimmy
Kimmel Live in
Hollywood to promote
The Fall Guy

Alexia Nepola tears up
about 'still loving' third
husband Todd Nepola
after 'devastating'
divorce filing: 'We
couldn't figure out a
way to fix things'
RHOM star spoke out

Lauren
Sanchez sent cease
and desist from former
yoga teacher for
allegedly COPYING her
children's book - just
months after they
discussed a
partnership

EXCLUSIVE

He overcame sex and
drug addiction to find
God. But after he wed
model Hailey, they both
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said marriage was
tough. So... What DID
spark Justin Bieber's
tears?

Sheer delight! Anya
Taylor-Joy looks chic in
a mesh top and gray
pants as she touches
down in Sydney,
Australia, ahead of
Furiosa: A Mad Max
Saga premiere

ADVERTISEMENT

Chris Pine dons plaid
blazer to honor his hero
Jeff Bridges at 49th
Chaplin Award Gala in
NYC
Pine starred with
Bridges in film Hell or
High Water

Sarah Paulson rocks
blue blouse and black
trousers as she attends
the 49th Chaplin Award
Gala in NYC with her
Appropriate co-star
Ella Beatty
Back on Broadway

Ella Beatty, youngest
daughter of Warren
Beatty and Annette
Bening, is a vision in
white at 49th Chaplin
Award Gala honoring
Jeff Bridges
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Nepo baby on red
carpet

'He broke
into my house and
strangled me.'
Girlfriend, 20, of
Yellowstone actor Cole
Brings Plenty speaks
out after the star's
death

EXCLUSIVE

Meghan WON'T join
Prince Harry in Britain
for Invictus Games 10th
anniversary service at
St. Paul's Cathedral, a
spokesperson for the
Sussexes has
confirmed

Christian gets down
and dirty! Christian
Bale rocks a grimy and
grungy look while
playing Dr.
Frankenstein's Monster
in director Maggie
Gyllenhaal's The Bride

ADVERTISEMENT

LIVE TOP
STORIES
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Trump held in contempt of court
for violating gag order in hush…

See more versionsYahoo · 56mins ag

Fury as Columbia Uni protesters
smash windows to break into…

See more versionsMailOnline · 2hrs a

'Tragic loss': Charlotte officials
mourn 4 law enforcement official…

See more versionsABC News · 4hrs a

Walmart is launching a new store
brand called Bettergoods. Here…

See more versionsCBS News · 2hrs a

Stefanik files ethics complaint
against Jack Smith

See more versionsThe Hill · 2hrs ago

Tony Awards 2024: Alicia Keys'
'Hell's Kitchen,' 'Stereophonic'…

See more versionsUSA TODAY · 24m

Gaza: Israeli PM Netanyahu says
Rafah attack will happen…

See more versionsBBC.com · 2hrs ag

Man arrested in London over
sword attack that left a child dead

See more versionsAOL · 36mins ago

Trump tells Time Magazine what he
will do if he wins in 2024

See more versionsMailOnline · 45min

Sorry, America, it's looking like
higher interest rates are going to…

See more versionsBusiness Insider ·Click here to view more
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DON'T MISS

Jonathan Majors
looks somber as he
steps out with
girlfriend Meagan Good
in Los Angeles for the
first time after being
sentenced in domestic
violence case

Nick Viall's new bride
Natalie Joy FIRES BACK
after being slammed
for showing off her
cleavage in 'trashy'
wedding looks: 'I'm
breastfeeding so my
boobs got bigger'

The
Valley's Jesse Lally
steps out with new
girlfriend - just days
after estranged wife
Michelle was accused
of having a 'secret
boyfriend'

EXCLUSIVE

TOP STORIES SHOWBIZ SPORT
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Cynthia Erivo dazzles
in a striking black and
white dress as she
poses on the red carpet
at the 49th Chaplin
Awards ceremony in
New York City
Revealed her toned
arms

Dorit
Kemsley will be
downgraded to a
'friend' on RHOBH if she
does not 'admit PK
MOVED OUT and is
staying at the Beverly
Hills Hotel'

EXCLUSIVE

Succession star Brian
Cox says his 'favorite
line of the whole show'
is when Logan Roy
'says to the kids "I love
you, but you're not
serious people"'
Stars in the hit series

Mark Wahlberg can't
believe his teen sons
are 'taller than me
already' as Michael, 18,
and Brendan, 15, tower
over him in rare family
photo from vacation in
Hawaii

Dakota Johnson gets
back to work after her
Madame Web box
office disaster as she
films romantic comedy
Materialists with co-
star Pedro Pascal on
New York City set 

Chris Hemsworth
flexes his muscles as
sword-wielding
Barbarian while filming
Clash of Clans
commercial in LA with
Christina Ricci, Ken
Jeong and more

Timothee Chalamet
steps into 1960s New
York as he continues
filming Bob Dylan
biopic A Complete
Unknown on location
set with director James
Mangold

Sir Mick Jagger
makes heartbreaking
confession about
performing without the
Rolling Stones' late
drummer Charlie Watts
as band embarks on
tour

Rebel Wilson looks
glamorous in black
dress with mesh detail
after Sacha Baron
Cohen broke his silence
on her redacted
memoir's release in the
UK
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Reclusive
Connie Booth will
'sneak in' to watch the
Fawlty Towers stage
show when it launches
in London after getting
a writing credit from
ex-husband John
Cleese

EXCLUSIVE

Jeff Bridges, 73,
returning for Tron: Ares
nearly 42 YEARS after
original Disney sci-fi
classic - as he jokes he
'looked more like Bill
Maher' than himself in
Legacy sequel

Cover Girl: Zendaya
covers the debut issue
of her Challengers
magazine as she
launches Instagram for
her movie character
Tashi Duncan: 'An
honor'

George Clooney's new
TV project is revealed
as Hollywood actor and
director prepares to
start shooting with
Michael Fassbender on
Paramount+ series this
summer

Inside
Margot Robbie's
friendship with BFF�
How Barbie girl
returned to her native
Australia to be
bridesmaid for her
lifelong pal

EXCLUSIVE

Anne Hathaway
reveals that she's
celebrating five years
of sobriety after giving
up booze once she
started a family with
her husband Adam
Shulman

Zack Norman dead at
83� Romancing The
Stone star who played
crocodile- loving
smuggler in iconic
1984 film  passes away 

Kim Kardashian's
company SKIMS now
accidentally reveals her
bra size is a SMALL
even though she's
always busty at
events... after sharing
that her bikinis are XS

That's one Mötley
Crüe! Tim Allen looks
ready to hit the links
alongside rocker
Tommy Lee and son
Brandon for George
Lopez golf charity
event in LA

Eddie Murphy's The
Pickup set crash
victims suffered back
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and skull fractures
when two stunt
vehicles rolled off the
road - as fundraisers
launched to help pay
medical bills

Making country cool
again: Megan Fox,
Kendall Jenner and
Dixie D'Amelio rock
their best cowboy chic
as they party the night
away at California's
Stagecoach festival

Naomi Watts shows
off rings worth a
staggering $54k... after
paying tribute to
actress and close
friend Nicole Kidman
for her AFI Life
Achievement Award in
LA

Avengers directors
Anthony and Joe Russo
claim Marvel's recent
failures are not due to
'superhero fatigue' but
'a big generational
divide about how you
consume media'

Emily Ratajkowski
models New York
Rangers sweater... four
months after she was
allegedly denied
comped seats for the
NHL playoffs at
Madison Square
Garden

Rihanna hilariously
reveals the perks of
being a boy mom: 'I get
to be as casual and
busted as I want to'

Security guard shot
multiple times outside
The Weeknd's
manager's $12M home
The guard is in critical
condition after shooting
at the mansion in Encino

Kim Zolciak and ex
Kroy are on the brink of
LOSING their $4.5M
home to foreclosure...
after lowering the price
from $6M with still no
takers
Amid their financial
woes
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Whoopi Goldberg
fights back tears as
The View host defends
'mad' student
protesters
There have been more
than 700 arrests by
police breaking up the
protests

EDEN CONFIDENTIAL�
Prince Harry's army
friend JJ Chalmers
urges Kate to talk about
cancer
One of Duke's closest
allies is doing his bit to
help mend fences

Who furious Caitlyn
Jenner flipped off...
ultra-tan Chris Pine's
humiliating snub... and
luscious Lynda Carter's
shameless flirting:
KENNEDY reveals the
secrets of WHC's
Dinner

Kate Upton and
Candice Swanepoel
show off their
supermodel physiques
and flexibility while
hanging off exercise
rings in sultry Miami
photoshoot

Kristin Cavallari, 37,
smooches boyfriend
Mark Estes, 24, at
Stagecoach as Laguna
Beach vet shares
loved-up moments
from the country
festival
Laguna Beach vet

Lauren Sanchez is
getting 'personally
helped' by Anna
Wintour to choose her
Met Gala debut dress
because Vogue editor
thinks Jeff Bezos's
fiancée has 'poor taste'

Jessica Alba turns 43!
The Sin City actress
poses with her mini-me
daughters Honor and
Haven: 'Feeling
incredibly blessed'
Celebrated her birthday

Jenna Dewan
showcases her baby
bump on International
Dance Day... amid court
battle over Magic Mike
proceeds with ex
Channing Tatum
Expecting another child

Kyle Richards and
estranged husband
Mauricio Umansky are
seen partying together
at Stagecoach with
their daughters
Is the couple back on?

Justin Bieber fans fear
singer's crying selfies
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meltdown is linked to
his childhood
friendship with
scandal-hit Diddy who
is under investigation
for sex trafficking

Selena's brother AB
Quintanilla has on-
stage meltdown at
festival after crowd
refused to clap or sing
along
He had an expletive-
filled rant

Dame Julie Andrews,
88, is seen for the first
time in seven months
as she makes rare
public appearance on
shopping trip in The
Hamptons with the use
of a walking cane

Travis Kelce agrees to
new TWO�YEAR
extension with Kansas
City Chiefs and
becomes NFL's top-
paid tight end ahead of
team's historic bid for a
third Super Bowl win!

Taylor Swift takes the
Billboard Hot 100! Star
claims record 14 SPOTS
with The Tortured
Poets Department
tracks (including one
chart-topper) as album
continues to rise

American Idol star
Will Moseley divides
fans after posting
hunting video showing
four dogs attacking a
wild hog
The contestant was
slammed for the clip

'Let's do something
weird and take a
chance'� Eric Church
DOUBLES DOWN on
Stagecoach gospel
headlining set -which
was branded 
'disappointing' 

Martin Freeman
breaks his silence on
the fierce backlash
surrounding THAT X�
rated scene between
himself and Jenna
Ortega - who is 31
years his junior

Kendall Jenner puts
on a cheeky display in
flesh-toned leggings
while enjoying the
Stagecoach music
festival with friends
The Kardashians star
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'The only thing to
protest is Hamas'�
Caitlyn Jenner rips
Palestine mob outside
WHCA dinner after
being chased by group
of 100 on her way into
event

Vanderpump Rules
star Rachel Leviss
shows off her toned
and tanned legs in a
pink floral romper at
Stagecoach
Showed off her long
pins

How far
Harvey Weinstein's
$300million net worth
has fallen since his
downfall - and why it's
set to shrink further

EXCLUSIVE

Off-the-shoulder
mesh top branded a
'giant thong' by fashion
fans - so would you
wear the 'wedgie chic'
style?
Mesh underwear-
inspired sheer top is
trending on X

Rachel McAdams
channels Trinity from
The Matrix in edgy
leather dress and slick
black shades as she
steps out in NYC amid
Broadway debut
She looked futuristic
chic

Morgan Freeman
recreates Nicole
Kidman's famous AMC
ad in hilarious tribute
The actress, 56, got the
award during a star-
studded gala

How did Miriam Rivera
die? Three theories and
jaw-dropping facts
about the There's
Something About
Miriam reality star's
sudden death at age 38
Former reality TV star

Hoda Kotb pokes fun
at Today co-host Jenna
Bush Hager as she
accuses her of
'practically proposing'
to husband Henry as
soon as she met him
Harsh vibes on Today

Striking the right style
note! Duchess of
Edinburgh is elegant in
$1,570 Etro dress as
she becomes first
British royal to visit
Ukraine
She's a stylish royal

Rita Ora stuns in a nude
strapless bustier and
floor-length trousers
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with sheer gloves as
she launch her new
haircare brand
TYPEBEA
British singer is 33

Russell Brand reveals
he's been baptized in
the Thames as he turns
to Christianity after
rape and sex assault
allegations: Disgraced
comic claims he feels
'nourished' by baptism

MILF
Manor 2 contestants
nearly QUIT over fears
the controversial show
would ruin their
reputation
Son performed strip
tease in front of his
FATHER

EXCLUSIVE

French screen legend
Gerard Depardieu will
go on trial for sexual
assault in October -
after actor was quizzed
by police over claims
French actor on trial

Heather Rae El
Moussa of Selling
Sunset fame models a
bikini top with a mini
skirt while in Mexico...
after saying she was
'falling apart'
Reality real estate star

Paige Spiranac
reveals professional
golf 'beat me up
emotionally' and that
she 'equated my score
to my self worth' as she
opens up on her bid to
return to competition

Scott Disick sports
sunglasses at night and
bundles up in baggy
clothes after vowing to
'stop taking Ozempic'
amid concerns from ex
Kourtney Kardashian
Bearded reality star is
40

Meryl Streep reveals
Nicole Kidman skinny
dipped every morning
during Big Little Lies
filming in VERY candid
admission
Dished on fellow actress

'Oh my God, she's so
gassed'� Dax Shepard
shares hilarious video
of Kristen Bell on
nitrous at
dermatologist
appointment
The podcaster is 49

Jerry Seinfeld says
'extreme left' politically
correct mob has killed
comedy
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Jerry Seinfeld claims
the PC 'extreme left' has
ruined comedy for
Americans

Sophie visits Ukraine -
becoming the first
member of the Royal
Family to do so since
Russia's invasion
began: Duchess  of
Edinburgh meets
President  Zelensky 

A furry good life!
Queen Camilla's rescue
dogs Beth and Bluebell
to make their Flower
Show debut in willow
sculpture form
Queen is 76 years old

Hopes for a Charles
and Harry reunion?
King and Duke of
Sussex will both be in
London at the same
time next week - but
Palace insiders say any
meeting would be brief 

Nicole's hidden
heartbreak: Kidman
speaks out about
children she adopted
with Tom Cruise
She married Keith Urban
after Tom Cruise divorce

How Kate
'strategically chased'
William in college:
Future Queen wooed
Prince with stunning
dress before pair finally
got together
How it all started

Astrologer reveals
what designers 
celebrities should wear
to the Met Gala,
according to their
zodiac sign
Celebrity astrologer Kyle
Thomas is based in LA

Zendaya
splashes out $250k on
Challengers press tour
outfits, wearing
designs from LV and
Loewe - with her most
expensive look costing
$107k!

EXCLUSIVE

Lady Gaga, 38,
displays her toned legs
in a short skirt after
enjoying a tennis game
with boyfriend Michael
Polansky, 46, in Malibu
Couple spotted in LA

Rapper Quavo is
mercilessly mocked
after only a handful of
fans turn up for
Connecticut show
Held a concert in
Bridgeport, Connecticut
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Sophia Bush reflects
on coming out by
sharing powerful quote
about claiming her
identify... after making
her first red debut with
girlfriend Ashlyn Harris
She's in love with Ashlyn

Kate and William
share unseen wedding
portrait: Prince and
Princess of Wales
release stunning
picture to mark their
13th wedding
anniversary
Royals have three kids

Noah Cyrus keeps it
casual in wintry
pajamas - as she is
seen for the first time
since slamming
troll who confronted
her over family feud
Miley Cyrus's sister

Margot Robbie kicks
up her heels as 
bridesmaid for best
friend's wedding in her
native Australia
The star was just like
any other wedding
guest

Confident in your
counter attack? Mark
Wahlberg looks
unbothered as he exits
private jet in Sydney as
he's seen for the first
time since being sued
by David Beckham

Britney Spears
deletes her Instagram
account as insiders
claim she is 'completely
dysfunctional' and in
'serious danger of
going broke'
After another legal bill

Pregnant Lea Michele
displays her baby bump
in a black bikini and
beach skirt as she
poses for Instagram
snaps during Florida
getaway
Glee star is expecting

Bridgerton
showrunner Shonda
Rhimes throws subtle
shade at Barbie movie
and says 'people tried
to make Margot Robbie
blockbuster 'so much
more' than it was

Jason Kelce joining
ESPN for NFL's Monday
Night Football following
his retirement from the
Eagles
Travis Kelce's brother is
joining ESPN's coverage
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Millie Bobby Brown
shows off sensational
figure in a purple bikini
and green shorts as
she films herself
getting 'pool ready' at
her lavish home
She's ready for summer

A tale of two outfits!
Anne Hathaway
showcases toned torso
in sheer blue dress
after looking chic in
white mini dress on
promotional run in NYC
Promoting her new
movie

Ashley Graham, La La
Anthony and
Gwendoline Christie
will host the livestream
for the Met Gala which
Jennifer Lopez and
Zendaya are co-
chairing
Event held on May 6 

Hailey Bieber reacts to
worrying photo of
husband Justin Bieber
crying amid couple's
rumored marital
troubles
Couple wed in 2018

Penélope Cruz marks
her 50th birthday in
star-studded style as
she parties with Irina
Shayk, husband Javier
Bardem and Riccardo
Tisci
Spanish star had a blast

Boomer Esiason and
Phil Simms are OUT at
CBS Sports after a
combined 48 years
with the network as
former Falcons QB Matt
Ryan joins 'The NFL
Today'

Travis Kelce and
'significant other'
Taylor Swift show PDA
as she dazzles in a
shimmery dress and
helps raise $80K at
Vegas charity gala
Date night in Las Vegas

How Miriam Rivera
became the world's
first trans reality star
and 'paid with her life'�
Mexican model shot to
fame after men were
'duped' into dating her.
13 years before suicide

Body language expert
shares key signs that
prove Taylor Swift and
Travis Kelce will last -
and the other
Hollywood couples
who'll stand the test of
time
Inside body language
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Billie Eilish announces
81-date world tour for
Hit Me Hard And Soft -
weeks ahead of album
release
The singer, 22, unveiled
her 81-date world tour 

Melissa McCarthy
looks glamorous in a
tulle mint green gown
while attending
the Center Theatre
Group gala in LA
In Downtown Los
Angeles

What happened to
Kate and William's
bridesmaids and page
boys - from the royal
now seen as The Firm's
'secret weapon' to
Grace Van Cutsem who
stole the show 

Mufasa: The Lion King
first teaser: Beyonce
and Donald Glover
return as Simba and
Nala with the singer's
daughter Blue Ivy
landing a role too
Set for December
release

Patrick Mahomes
owns his 'Dad Bod'
image by releasing
hilarious Coors Light
six-pack shirt for
charity - after the
Chiefs star joked his
padded waistline is
PERFECT 

Emily Ratajkowski
bares her enviable abs
in a white crop top and
flirty green skirt while
stepping out in NYC
The model showcased
her spring wardrobe

Ryan Gosling
hilariously swaps
places with British
morning show
presenter as they
reunite after THAT
chaotic viral Blade
Runner interview

BBC Antiques
Roadshow expert
refuses to value WWII
painting due to its links
to German
concentration camp as
guest shares its
backstory

NADINE DORRIES� My
encounter with King
Charles that shows
how he must feel about
Harry's trip to Britain -
and what I believe the
Prince should do next...

Inside Meghan's
relationship with
Sophie Trudeau:
Duchess gushed about
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pool parties with 'dear
friend' who supported
her during pregnancy -
but is that what
happened?

Model Paul Sculfor
details 'intense and
silly' romances with
Cameron Diaz and
Jennifer Aniston in his
heyday - and reveals he
is now 'living sober life' 
Opened up on romance

Charles and Camilla
arrive in London ahead
of King's return to
public-facing duties -
with monarch to visit
cancer treatment
center after his own
'positive' progress

How Baby Reindeer
finally made Jessica
Gunning a star: 'Bubby
and warm' actress, 38,
who studied at the
same drama school as
Gary Oldman gets her
big break after years 

How Gerard
Depardieu, 75, went
from grave robbing to
stealing cars,
befriending Putin and
'sparking French MeToo
movement' as rape
claims mount up

Queen Camilla hosts
the first female crew to
win an around-the-
world yacht race - after
it was announced King
Charles will return to
public duties
Royal was in high spirits

Katharine McPhee,
40, stuns in a sparkling
nude bodycon dress
while accompanying
her husband David
Foster, 74, at the 2024
Gateway Celebrity
Fight Night
He's 34 years her senior

Inside Justin and
Hailey Bieber's
marriage: Couple are
dogged by rumors of
marital troubles after
the singer posted
crying selfies
Wed in South Carolina

Photographer behind
the royals' most
cherished portraits:
Millie Pilkington who
took previously unseen
wedding photo of Kate
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and William 'does
whatever it takes' 

Harry and Meghan's
royal tour in all but
name: Experts say
Sussexes want their
own 'rival royal
roadshow' with their
unofficial trip to Nigeria
Couple to tour in Africa

Jennifer Garner is
stylish in a two-tone
cold-shoulder dress as
she poses on the red
carpet at The Daily
Front Row's Fashion LA
Awards in Beverly Hills
Jen dialed up the glam

GRAPHIC WARNING�
Tish Cyrus's new
husband Dominic
Purcell reveals his
gruesome injuries after
horrific accident on-set

Travis Kelce 'is being
paid just $750k' to host
'Are You Smarter Than
a Celebrity' with the
deal struck before his
relationship with Taylor
Swift went public
Kansas City Chiefs star

Alice Evans, 55, jokes
she's failed to find love
on celeb dating app
Raya because she's in
the '55 til....death' age
bracket - after ex Ioan
Gruffudd, 50, got
engaged to Bianca, 31

'No senior members of
the Royal Family' will
join Prince Harry at 
Invictus event which he
will attend without
Meghan before couple
take first non-official
royal tour of Nigeria

Janet Jackson set to
perform in the UK for
the first time in five
years as she
announces European
tour
She'll perform in four
British cities in the UK

Britney Spears says
'my family hurt me' in
scathing post and
praises Jennette
McCurdy book about
dead mom after being
saddled with her dad's
$2M legal bill

Travis Kelce chugs
beer from golf trophy at
Patrick Mahomes'
Vegas charity event as
crowd praises Chiefs
TE and Taylor Swift for
being 'super cool and
down to earth'

Sex Pistols star John
Lydon, 68, admits he is
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'crippled with grief'
and 'terrifically lonely'
one year on from wife
Nora Forster's death
Singer spoke out

Caitlin Clark jokes she
couldn't wait for the
WNBA Draft to END as
she opens up on
whirlwind week after
getting drafted by
Indiana Fever
Spoke of the pressure

Cara Delevingne's
house fire mystery: LA
Fire Department fail to
identify cause of blaze
after weeks of
investigation
She lost her mansion

Kate Hudson reveals
her relationship with
her biological father Bill
Hudson is 'warming up'
after being estranged
most of her life: 'I have
no expectation'
Goldie Hawn's daughter

Glamorous Lady Gaga
and boyfriend Michael
Polansky make a rare
appearance as they
step out for a low-key
dinner date in Malibu
Date night in Los
Angeles

Moves like Jagger! Sir
Mick's lookalike
youngest child
Deveraux, 7, lets loose
in the audience while
the Rolling Stones
rocker, 80, performs in
Texas

Jennifer Lopez wears
Jackie O-style shades
and totes Birkin bag in
West Hollywood... a
week ahead of co-
chairing the Met Gala
Has her spring style
down

Inside Kate and Will's
13-year marriage:
Future King is a great
source of 'comfort and
reassurance' to his wife
as she battles cancer
and is 'extremely proud'
They have three
children

Pregnant Jenna
Dewan beams while
showcasing substantial
bump in white dress at
baby shower in Los
Angeles
Amid financial battle
with her ex Channing
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Tatum

Happy anniversary
William and Kate! Royal
fans send well wishes
to Prince and Princess
of Wales as they mark
13 years married
Celebrating the
milestone

American Idol: Shania
Twain connects with
teenage singer Triston
Harper over 'hardships'
endured in childhood
She opened up on her
own trauma

Nicole Kidman glams
it up in monochrome
ensemble for premiere
of her series Expats -
after becoming the first
Australian to receive
Life Achievement
Award
Promoting her new
series

REVEALED� NY Times
best dressed at White
House Correspondents'
Dinner... and a
DailyMail.com favorite
tops the list
Political and Hollywood
personalities attended

Daddy-daughter day
out! Hugh Jackman
steps out for pastries in
New York City with
rarely-seen daughter
Ava, 18
Aussie star was in NYC

 Gerard Depardieu, 75,
is placed in custody in
Paris over claims he
sexually assaulted two
female production
workers on film sets
Famous French actor

'I appreciate my age'�
Meg Ryan, 62, says she
feels 'liberated' since
reaching her 60s... and
reveals she quit 'trying
to make everyone
happy'
Embracing her age now

Has Mia Regan moved
out of London love nest
with Romeo Beckham?
Model is spotted
moving boxes into a
different property
before sharing snaps of
new pad online

Sandra Bullock's teen
son Louis towers over
her during rare outing
in West Hollywood -
eight months after
tragic death of her
beloved partner Bryan
Randall
She's a doting mother
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